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ANNUAL REPORT 
25 November 2020 

 

This report was presented to the Fire Services Training Institute (FSTI) Board of Directors 

during the annual business meeting in Santa Barbara on November 25, 2020. It is a 

summary of corporate activities including FSTI, Aware & Prepare, Alertar y Preparar and 

Hollister Ranch Fire Company, as well as, the merger with Deer Valley Press. The financial 

report is included as a separate attachment. 

 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Michael S. Williams  

 

COVID-19 has changed most everything, but for FSTI, not 

necessarily in a bad way. To quote one Southern California fire chief, 

“COVID has forced us to use the technology that was already here 

but we refused to use.” FSTI was already in position to quickly adapt 

to what we knew would ultimately occur, increased use of on-line 

meetings, utilizing learning and communication platforms. Because 

of COVID-19, a significant effort and investment has been made this 

year to expand our Internet capabilities and program specific websites.   

 

Regrettably, FSTI has lost yet another Board member, long-time 

supporter and close personal friend, John David Cameron. Known by 

many as “Havoc” and “JD” he died suddenly on October 25, 2020. 

John was a member of the FSTI Board at the time of his death and 

committed to our mission. John was instrumental in one of FSTI’s 

most successful fundraiser at Hollister Ranch featuring Jackson 

Brown and Jeff Bridges with one of the many influential guests, Alan 

Parsons. This event served as the financial foundation for the Hollister Ranch Fire Company 

for many years. John’s untimely death came almost a year to the day of FSTI’s former 

corporate secretary Anthony Miranda.      

 

FSTI is pleased to have finalized the consolidation of the Aware & Prepare Initiative into 

under our corporate umbrella. The current dba’s are, Alertar y Preparar, Hollister Ranch 

Fire Company and Deer Valley Press 

 

This year FSTI launched ahead with expanded community education through the CalOES 

Statewide LISTOS Program Administration Grant, EP6001 and CalOES California For All 

Statewide CERT Support Grant, EP8001. These grants were in addition to our already 

expanded Alertar y Preparar LISTOS and the Aware & Prepare initiative.      
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Administrative matters including the finalization of the formal registration of the LISTOS, 

Aware & Prepare and Alertar y Prepare logos with the U.S. Trademarks Office, merger 

arrangements with Deer Valley Press and licensing of radio frequencies for use by CERT 

teams throughout California are but a few of the matters completed.   

 

This year has been dedicated to developing the Deer Valley Press relationship. The flagship 

publications are Firefighter’s Handbook on Wildland Firefighting, Strategy, Tactics and 

Safety, Fourth Edition and the second edition of, Leadership for the Wildland Fire Officer, 

Leading in a Dangerous Profession. Both of these publications are now published by Fire 

Protection Publications Oklahoma State University under the name Deer Valley Press. Now 

that these publications have been completed, we now are in the final stages of merging the 

Deer Valley assets into FSTI as soon as estate and corporate legal matters can be completed.    

 

For over ten years FSTI has provided training materials and workshops at no charge to 

volunteer fire departments as, “Project Trinity.” However, due to the loss of necessary 

funding, “Project Trinity” was put on hold pending the location new funding sources. This 

summer, significant interest has been shown for a fourth edition of the Volunteer Fire 

Fighter Training Syllabus to replace the now outdated third edition. Robert Macintyre and 

Ronny J. Coleman return, joined by Chris Baker, Robby Cassou, Ed Ward and Bret Russell 

to update this successful publication.    

 

Nicholson & Schwartz’s Andrea Villanueva continues to provide FSTI accounting, tax 

services, payroll and back office administrative support. She has been a tremendous asset to 

FSTI. Business First Bank remains our banking and financial provider and indeed the one 

behind the scenes that keep things moving forward.   

 

As FSTI programs continue to expand, funding remains a priority yet profoundly 

challenging as fewer companies are providing such funding. Management is working to 

further develop private revenue resources. It appears that additional grant funding may be 

available through a continued partnership with California Volunteers and CalOES.  

 

HOWARD W. RAYON DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD 

 

The Board of Directors of the Fire Services Training Institute and the 

previous award recipients are pleased to announce that Dr. Richard 

Resurreccion, Cal State Long Beach and U.S. Fire Academy 

Superintendent Tonya Hoover have been awarded the “Howard W. 

Rayon Distinguished Service Award” for 2020 and 2021 for their 

distinguished service, commitment and dedication in the highest honor 

of the American Fire Service. Both of the recipients were selected from 

an extensive list of remarkable individuals who have dedicated their 

lives with passion and commitment to public service, education and 

training.  
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The first FSTI Distinguished Service Award was presented during 

opening ceremonies of the 2009 California State Firefighters’ 

Association 87
th

 Annual Conference in Sacramento to Chief Howard W. 

Rayon. A resolution was then presented naming the award in honor of his 

tremendous contributions, leadership, lifetime achievements and 

dedication to the fire service.   

 

Howard was a significant influence in the development of FSTI and 

served as corporate secretary until his death on October 19 2009. The 

second recipient of the award was Chief Paul Stein in 2010 at the 

request of Howard himself. Other recipients include Ronny J. 

Coleman in (2011), Bill Vandevort (2012) Thomas Forster (2013), 

Michael T. Metro (2014), Dr. Denis Onieal (2016), Randy Bruegman 

(2017) and Gordon Graham (2018). The award will be presented 

during a private dinner in Sacramento on September 18, 2021. 

 

PROJECT TRINITY 

 

Due to the loss of funding Project Trinity has been significantly 

reduced in size and scope with no further workshops currently offered. 

However, interest is returning, primarily in the Plumas and Sierra 

Counties to reinvigorate the program with interest shown for a fourth 

edition of the Volunteer Fire Fighter Training Syllabus to replace the 

now outdated third edition. Previous contributors including Robert 

Macintyre and Ronny J. Coleman return, joined by Chris Baker, Robby 

Cassou, Ed Ward and Bret Russell to update this successful 

publication.    

 

Funding is just one issue; the other is the ongoing challenges confronting volunteer fire 

departments including recruitment and retention, funding, capable management, legislation, 

litigation, aging population, increasing calls for service, complexity of modern equipment, 

training mandates, labor and “equity emigrants” moving into the rural areas expecting urban 

level services. These challenges are particularly acute for fire companies who are primarily 

non-profit corporations and the consolidation or regionalization of fire protection districts. 

This phenomenon is occurring despite the growing wildland fire menace confronting 

California.  

 

FSTI is maintaining the relationships developed throughout the state, 

as well as, our formal agreements with Oklahoma State University, 

the International Fire Service Training Association (IFSTA), for 

reduced pricing of textbooks and support materials.  

 

During FY2016 and the first quarter of FY2017, CALFIRE, State Fire 

Training in collaboration with the Fire Services Training Institute,  

sponsored and delivered the U.S. Fire Administration, National Fire 

Academy’s, “Training Operations for Small Departments - O0290”  
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(TSOD).  This grant funded two-day workshop was targeted toward small volunteer and 

combination fire departments. This grant has been closed but FSTI is working to obtain 

another grant to provide funding to resume these important workshops.   

 

NATIONAL FIRE HERITAGE CENTER 

 

FSTI welcomes Rodney Slaughter as the new president of the National Fire 

Heritage Center. FSTI supports their mission to archive the history of the 

American Fire Service including preserving fire protection historical 

documents, research materials library and collection of artifacts. 

Additionally, FSTI forwards our research documents and writings to the 

Center for future researches and students to access.    

 

 

FSTI WEBSITES 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The primary FSTI website, cafsti.org continues as the base from which our other program 

specific websites are derived. The last two years has seen significant development of our 

websites except for our home site. It is our intent to redesign the home site and improve 

current content. Some content will be moved off while other content will be expanded and 

updated. While the site does contain an automated translator, specific interpretation of some 

articles is essential for proper cultural understanding.    

 

HOLLISTER RANCH FIRE COMPANY 
 

This year FSTI again provided annual wildland refresher training that 

included fire shelter and safety review, review of the HROA and HRFC 

emergency operations plans, as well as, a review of past fire seasons.   

  

The fire company has continued to grow and become more self-reliant with 

the need for outside third-party assistance no longer necessary. Consequently, Hollister 

Ranch and FSTI management have agreed to not renew our Agreement to provide 

administrative assistance. We are in the process of closing out all accounts and transferring 

remaining funds back to the HRFC.  
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LOS ANGELES AREA  

FIRE MARSHALS ASSOCIATION 

 & FSTINET 
 

FSTI continues as the co-sponsor for the popular Los Angeles Area 

Fire Marshal’s Association (LAAFMA), LAAFMA, FSTINet and 

CalArsonNet networks. LAAFMA supports fire marshals, 

prevention officers, educators and selected sprinkler contractors. 

FSTINet addresses training issues and CalArsonNet focuses on   

arson investigation, training, and resource utilization issues.   

 

At no charge to members, this network brings together fire safety professionals, department 

training officers, public and private safety training personnel who are dedicated to 

coordinating and providing statewide fire training opportunities and assistance. 

 

COMMUNITY ALERT 

 

In conjunction with the California Fire Safe Council, 

FSTI has supported the radio show Community Alert. 

The show has entered the twelfth year of broadcasting 

covering topics such as emergency preparedness and 

disaster awareness, fire prevention and related public safety and health issues on KZSB – 

AM 1290. The program also simulcasts worldwide on the Internet at 

http://morenews.newspress.com/kzsb/player.html.  Community Alert broadcasts four times a 

week (live on Tuesdays at 11 am) and is available on demand at 

wildlandresidents.org/community-alert/.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DEER VALLEY PRESS 

 

 

On November 9, 2020, FSTI filed the dba for Deer Valley Press in the 

final process of merging into FSTI. This merger includes Deer Valley 

transferring all outstanding inventory, publishing and copyrights to 

FSTI who will continue using the name Deer Valley Press, image and 

publications. The merger will be formalized following final legal, estate 

and administrative issues are resolved. The merger will include the 

International Fire Service Training Association and supports our efforts 

to maintain the Deer Valley name, image and style of publications. The 

merger should be completed by the first of the year with FSTI updating 
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our website with Deer Valley content and telephone forwarding. 

Chief Teie and FSTI have worked together on our educational programs and his text books 

for well over fifteen years and will be joining the FSTI Board of Directors as part of the 

merger. Chief Teie retired after 34 years from the California Department of Forestry and Fire 

Protection – CDF (Now CalFire). Starting his career as a seasonal firefighter, he worked up 

through the ranks to Deputy Director for Fire Protection. As Deputy Director, he was 

responsible for all fire protection programs within the agency. During his career he was very 

active in the California fire service community serving on several statewide boards and 

committees including President of the California Fire Chiefs Association in 1986.  

In 2001, Chief Teie was asked to develop a South African edition of his Fire Officer’s 

Handbook on Wildland Firefighting (now out of print and updated as the Firefighter’s 

Handbook on Wildland Firefighting). The result is a 600-page text, Fire Manager’s 

Handbook on Veld and Forest Fires, Strategies, Tactics and Training, printed in South 

Africa by the South African Institute of Forestry. 

 

Oklahoma State University 

International Fire Service Training Association 

Fire Protection Publications 

 

“In support of the Oklahoma State University 

Mission, and in partnership with the 

International Fire Service Training Association, 

the mission of Fire Protection Publications is to 

be the fire service leader in producing high 

quality, technically accurate, state-of-the-art 

and affordable fire training and educational 

materials.”   

In August 2017 and again in March 2018, Bill Teie and Mike Williams met with IFSTA/FPP 

executive staff at their Stillwater, Oklahoma office to enter into a formal agreement between 

International Fire Service Training Association (IFSTA), Deer Valley Press (DVP) and 

FSTI. This is a long-term agreement whereupon IFSTA has become the exclusive publisher 

and distributor of Deer Valley Press under Fire Protection Publications while DVP maintains 

all rights and royalties and receives a royalty payment from IFSTA. This Agreement will 

transfer to FSTI as a result of the merger as Deer Valley Press continues to develop wildland 

fire and leadership publications.   
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Firefighter’s Handbook on Wildland Firefighting,  

Strategy, Tactics and Safety, 4
th

 Edition 

Two years ago Deer Valley Press partnered with the FSTI to 

update and improve the wildland fire training suite of books. 

This included establishing a relationship with Fire 

Protection Publications, Oklahoma State University to 

handle publishing and order handling. They also produce 

workbooks and assorted student training aids that 

accompany the texts. These revised textbooks place major 

emphasis on safety. In fact, they start with the premise that 

the primary reason for firefighting training is safety. The 

focus utilizes the time proven Marine Corps. Methodology: 

“Training as if your life depends on it – because it does.” 

The update of Firefighter’s Handbook on Wildland 

Firefighting, Strategy, Tactics and Safety, (1994, 2001, and 

2005) to a 4
th

 Edition has been completed and on the 

market.  

The rewrite of the Second Edition of Leadership for the 

Wildland Fire Officer has also been completed with sales 

already exceeding expectations. The Second Edition 

includes updates to national standards and practices 

including LCES, ICS and NIMS. The text also incorporates 

content from other parts of the country to facilitate a national 

and international audience. Special attention is given to 

leadership as well as direct supervision emphasizing the 

challenges of working with various generational groups and 

differing levels of training, maturity and ambition.   

The foundation of wildland firefighting training has always 

been a textbook based coupled with hands on training and 

field experience. It is highly unlikely that will change 

anytime soon, but new formats of instruction are now available for students and instructors. 

This will include on-line video utilizing a Learning Management System platform such as 

Blackboard, Campus or Noodle.  
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ALERTAR y PREPARAR LISTOS  

 Liliana Encinas          

 

FSTI is pleased to have been chosen by the Orfalea Foundation to 

publish and administer their LISTOS program curricula. A 

Memorandum of Agreement was signed in January 2016 transferring 

the entire program to FSTI.  

 

Following the Orfalea Foundation transfer of LISTOS to FSTI in 

January 2016, FSTI established the dba: Alertar y Preparar LISTOS to 

continue the well-established and successful public private partnership 

of Aware & Prepare. FSTI’s goal is to further develop the public-

private partnerships supporting the Alertar y Preparar LISTOS program with the grassroots 

approach to community-building and outreach.   

 

Program Overview 

 

Under the guidance of National Program Director, Liliana Encianas, Alertar y Preparar 

LISTOS provides disaster preparedness education in a unique and engaging format to build 

self-reliance among the Hispanic community that further prepares California families and 

businesses for emergencies. 

 

The Alertar y Preparar LISTOS program was developed to fill a void in 

the area of Spanish-language disaster preparedness education, both locally 

and nationally. The mission of Alertar y Preparar Listos is to provide 

Spanish-speaking populations with information about the importance of 

disaster readiness that includes the sharing of preparedness skills and 

information with family and friends. The Listos curriculum emphasizes 

targeted recruitment and Spanish-language presentations tailored to the specific cultural and 

linguistic needs of Latino communities.  

 

The core of the Alertar y Preparar LISTOS design is based on building sustainable 

relationships and partnerships with local businesses, community leaders, and non-profit 

organizations following the nationally recognized CERT program model. In doing so, 

Alertar y Preparar LISTOS is able to provide valuable disaster awareness information to 

vulnerable populations, while simultaneously helping those same populations to become 

familiar with public services available to them. The Alertar y Preparar LISTOS 

methodology draws from lessons learned through a variety of widely-distributed disaster 

preparedness education tools, as well as, the best practices of other non-English speaking 

public education initiatives. 

 

CalOES Support 
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In early 2018, FSTI was awarded a $250,000 

Homeland Security Grant Program (HSGP) sub-award 

2016-0102, Cal OES ID: 083-90006, to further 

distribute Alertar y Preparar LISTOS throughout 

California. This grant is in addition to local funding 

provided by Aware and Prepare.  

 

California Volunteers California For All Grant EP-6001 

 

In June of 2019, FSTI was awarded a grant of 

$2,199,650 to enhance existing Listos Programs and 

establish new LISTOS programs by establishing 

program coordinators to manage all aspects of the 

statewide LISTOS program. This also included 

developing statewide program guidance, provide 

technical assistance to local LISTOS programs, develop promotional materials and websites 

and conduct train-the-trainer programs throughout California.  

 

A significant portion of the grant was severely impacted by COVID-19 restricting public 

gatherings that included LISTOS trainings and workshops, as well as, limiting travel. 

Regardless, FSTI was successful in meeting the terms of the grant relating to program 

development, material and website upgrades and promotion.  

 

The heart of the success of the LISTOS program is a one-on-one participation in a home or 

community setting; however, COVID-19 has forced us to move into limited automated 

program distribution.  To counter the impacts of public gathering restrictions, LISTOS staff 

developed a series of education, public awareness and training videos currently featured on 

Facebook Live.      

 

The grant funding has also allowed FSTI to rewrite the entire Alertar y Preparar LISTOS 

supporting materials utilizing various interpreters, translators and editors. The new products 

feature superior presentation, graphics, printing and binding.   

 

Alertary y Preparar LISTOS Staff 

 

The success of the LISTOS grant is due to our passionate and dedicated staff. This year has 

seen an expansion of LISTOS staffing to better serve our growing constituency. This staff is 

assisted throughout California by volunteers.   

 

Liliana Encinas, LISTOS National Program Director 

Gustavo Agredano, State Program Manager 

Irma Herrera, Southern Region Supervisor 

Elizabeth Martinez, Central Region Supervisor 

Alma Pelayo, Northern Region Supervisor 
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YEAR TO DATE EP-6001 GRANT SUMMARY 

 

The following is an abbreviated summary of the Alertary y Preparar LISTOS program to 

date.   

 

The January 11, 2020 Master Trainer 

Program was postponed due to 

instructors not being available in 

September. The curriculum has been 

developed as a 2 day 8 hr. course in 

which 3 preselected train-the-trainers 

from the three regions (north, central 

and south) will be trained in the 

delivery of instructor trainings (T4s). 

This two-day training will be 

conducted by the National Program 

Director in Santa Barbara 

County. The Master Trainer Program- 

successfully graduated 12 State 

Master Instructors on January 12, 2020. Preselected train-the-trainers from the three regions 

(north, central and south) were trained in the delivery of instructor trainings (T4’s). This 

class was an extensive 16 hrs. of training conducted by the National Program Director in 

Santa Barbara County as part of the California For All LISTOS grant. 

 

LISTOS staff has successfully completed the new Leadership Instructor Development 

Series, a new curriculum for LISTOS instructors. This program consists of 12 instructor 

development topics taught through the ZOOM platform to enhance their leadership skills. 

The training is offered to instructors and coordinators throughout the three regions on a 

monthly basis, allowing for a space to connect with other instructors and share best  

practices and challenges to better the virtual instruction. The topics include:  

 

 Psychological First Aid and Self Care as a LISTOS leader 

 Navigating Trusted Informational Resources for COVID-19 and your role in the 

pandemic 

 Hazards in California and utilizing common terminology (review updated 

trainings and educational materials) 

 Public Information and Messaging through social media 

 Communication Skills 

 Positive Behavior Modeling 

 Classroom Management 

 First Aid/CPR/AED certification 

 Stop the Bleed Training 

 How to partner with local agencies and add community resources to your class 

 Emergency Preparedness on a Budget 

 Animal Preparedness  
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This year, the LISTOS team printed 10,000 student 

manuals in English and 10,000 student manuals in 

Spanish third edition. The manuals have been 

completely upgrades with new color photographs, 

international graphic symbols, instruction content 

and significantly improved binding.  

  

Alertar y Preparar LISTOS – Student Manual  

Alertar y Preparar LISTOS – Manual del 

Participante  

Alertar y Preparar LISTOS - Instructor Manual  

Alertar y Preparar LISTOS – Manual del Instructor 

 

 

Over the last several months, the LISTOS team has recorded a series of 17 educational 

videos in English and Spanish, created by the team of the 12 Master Instructors, available at 

our You Tube Channel Alertar y Preparar LISTOS. Topics are as follows:  

 

1. Smoke and CO2 Alarms in your home 

2. Communication Plans 

3. Disaster Supply Kits 

4. Emotional Support 

5. Fire Extinguisher Use 

6. First Aid 

7. Hands Only CPR 2 Updated July 31, 2020 

8. Know your Hazards 

9. Organizing your Home for a Disaster 

10. Pet Preparedness 

11. Utility Shut-Off 

12. When to Call 9-1-1 

13. Cleaning Supply Safety 

14. Electrical Safety 

15. Kitchen Safety 

16. Earthquake Preparedness 

17. Pandemic Information and Resources 

 

By the fifth reporting period, Alertar y Preparar LISTOS had successfully completed the 

fifth course of the Leadership Instructor Development Series. This is a completely new 

curriculum for LISTOS instructors that consist of 12 instructor development topics taught 

through the interactive ZOOM video platform. This instruction is designed to enhance 

LISTOS instructor leadership skills and presentation.  
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Leadership training is offered to instructors and program coordinators throughout 

California’s three regions on a monthly basis thereby allowing for a space to connect with 

other instructors and share best practices and challenges to better the virtual instruction.  

 

The instruction topics include: 

 

 Psychological First Aid and Self Care as a LISTOS leader. 

 Navigating Trusted Informational Resources for COVID-19 and your role in 

the pandemic. 

 Hazards in CA and utilizing common terminology (review updated trainings 

and educational materials). 

 Public Information and Messaging through social media. 

 Communication Skills. 

 Positive Behavior Modeling 

 Classroom Management 

 First Aid/CPR/AED certification 

 Stop the Bleed Training 

 How to partner with local agencies and add Community Resources to your 

class. 

 Emergency Preparedness on a Budget 

 Animal Preparedness 

 

Total number of Alertar y Preparar LISTOS registered programs: 57 

Total number of LISTOS engagements to date: 44,605
1
 

  

The manuals include supporting documents such as registration materials, expense reporting, 

marketing, instructor aids and program handouts. Instructor kits are also available to support 

instructors at no cost. Alertar y Preparar LISTOS classes are designed to be taught by 

trusted members of the local community, utilizing materials that are easy to understand and 

culturally sensitive.  

 

Community Networks 

 

One of the key components of the Alertar y Preparar LISTOS 

program is plugging into already established community 

networks. These have been identified as anything from a 

neighbor who has an established and trusted relationship with 

his/her neighbors, to a community organization that aims to 

provide resources to under-served, Latino populations. In addressing the programmatic 

objectives, it has been a conscious effort to reach out to individuals and organizations that 

can also speak to any of the areas and topics covered by the Alertar y Preparar LISTOS 

curriculum and invite them to co-present in the discussion. Not only will this reinforce the 

topic and give credibility to what participants are learning, but it will also allow for the 

introduction of another network, another resource, or another community member to both the 

participants and the organization or leaders. This method has been utilized not only for the 

instructional discussions, but also for publicity and program development.  

                                                           
1
 This number will increase with data inputs still pending.  
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AWARE & PREPARE 

Barbara Andersen 

Aware & Prepare was launched in 2008 as a public-private 

partnership led by the Orfalea Foundation to strengthen 

disaster readiness in Santa Barbara County. Over a decade later, it has 

evolved into a community-led and community-driven partnership to 

support individuals and organizations in preparing for, responding to 

and recovering from emergencies.  

Prior to the end of 2019, the role of fiscal agent of Aware & Prepare 

was transferred from Direct Relief to Fire Services Training Institute. This is enabling us to 

facilitate partnership efforts specific to Santa Barbara County while expanding Aware & 

Prepare throughout the State of California. FSTI also had to transition Aware & Prepare 

from the name associated with Santa Barbara County public alerting system to its own 

unique entity and brand. This transition was completed through a press release distributed 

by the Santa Barbara County Office of Emergency Management and through the shift in 

ownership of the website awareandprepare.org to FSTI.  

At the start of this year, we brought together key stakeholders in Aware & Prepare in Santa 

Barbara County to propose a restructuring of the leadership team, as well, as a refinement of 

the vision and objectives of Aware & Prepare as we scaled our efforts through the Statewide 

CERT Administrator grant program. The approach is to expand the leadership team to 

include more representation from county agencies, nonprofit organizations and businesses. 

It will also include representation from every jurisdiction.  

This was “paused” for several months given that most of our community leaders and key 

stakeholders are focused on a sustained response to the COVID-19 pandemic. We are set to 

convene the newly expanded and formalized Partnership Council prior to the end of 2020. 

In the meantime, Aware & Prepare has been building organizational and collaborative 

partnerships with entities that will serve us well both locally and nationwide. This includes 

serving on the COVID-19 Joint Response Fund Grants Committee with the Santa Barbara 

Foundation and United Way of Santa Barbara County to support non-profit organizations in 

responding to COVID-19. We are also formerly working in collaboration with Santa 

Barbara County Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster (SBC VOAD) as their 

Preparedness and Planning Lead. Currently, we are creating a three-event webinar series 

that will help transition community-based organizations from response efforts to recovery 

operations and ultimately, strengthen their organizational resilience. 
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In the year ahead, Aware & Prepare will continue to prioritize community preparedness 

(through CERT and LISTOS), business continuity and emergency planning for nonprofit 

organizations and small businesses, supporting the facilitation of disaster-related 

philanthropy, as well as partnership-building for cross-sector coordination and information 

sharing.  

CALIFORNIA FOR ALL 

STATEWIDE CERT PROGRAM MANAGER  

COMMUNITY EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM 

Brian Woodbeck  

 

Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) program 

management and training is a natural progression of FSTI’s growth. 

Supplementing local public safety programs with civilian trained local 

responders to “Do the greatest good for the greatest number” is in 

everyone’s interest. The experience gained since 2005 in working 

with volunteers throughout California is a tremendous asset to build 

from. Moreover, CERT cannot only supplement rural communities’ 

emergency response but also provide a potential recruitment ground 

for future volunteer firefighters.          

 

California Volunteers, California For All Grant EP-8001 

 

In June of 2019, FSTI received a grant for $3,853,640 from California Volunteers in 

support of the California For All campaign. The initial grant was severely impacted by  

 

COVID-19 and AB-5 delayed any implementation despite ongoing efforts to engage. In 

April of 2020, management was successful in negotiating a significantly revised grant 

project that would work within the confines of COVID-19 and its ongoing impact on all 

CERT programs with in California.   

 

 

The grant supports a formal assessment of the current capacity of all CERT programs within 

California, as well as, building capacity of current and new CERT programs. The principal 

component of the grant is a sub-award process for individual CERT programs to receive 

equipment, supplies and training aids based on public engagements.
2
    

 

Sub-award applications, equipment order and survey questions have been fully automated 

for ease of use and internal reporting.  

 

  

                                                           
2
 Engagements as defined by CalOES and recorded by Merit, a sub-contractor of CalOES. 
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YEAR TO DATE EP-8001 GRANT SUMMARY 

 

FSTI started our California For All CERT Program Sub-Award 

Equipment campaign with great success since our start in 

September 2019. To date, we have received 47 completed 

applications with 45,644 predicted engagements for a dollar 

amount of $912,880.00 worth of equipment to be awarded back to 

individual CERT programs.  

 

Because of time constraints, management decided to suspend any new applications as of 

November 1, 2020, so that we can work with vendors on filling the current equipment 

orders prior to the grant deadline of December 31, 2020. 

 

FSTI and the CERT staff have started gathering data from our statewide CERT survey that 

is included within the application process. This survey includes an aggressive outreach 

campaign directed to CERT programs that are not interested in the sub-award program 

asking them to complete the survey as part of our statewide CERT assessment. The survey 

results are in the process of being analyzed with a participation rate of almost 50 percent of 

all CERT teams responding. 

 

Due to current COVID-19 restrictions, valid engagement activities can be virtual including 

social media, webinar training, websites, and newsletters providing they are recorded in the 

State’s contracted system, Merit. This has been an excellent way for the CERT programs to 

engage with team members and their communities despite the obstacles of COVID-19. 

Unfortunately, many of the teams have had little to no formal in-person training this year to 

continue building their volunteer member base. Virtual programs have been substituted 

where appropriate to supplement the training needs of local CERT programs. FSTI will 

continue to reach out to CERT teams throughout California and offer assistance with 

training. Training appears to be a major gap, especially when primary training sources have 

been local government sponsors with COVID-19 driven suspended training.  

 

 

Of the many grant projects undertaken over the last year, one of the most 

successful and popular has been the production of the CERT Field 

Operations Guide, Second Edition in English and Spanish. These two 

publications were significantly upgraded from the original Field 

Operations Guide produced by CalOES in 2013. The Second Editions 

were completely updated utilizing FEMA’s most current curriculum and 

published by Quick Series Publishing. The Spanish version was interpreted 

and translated by Liliana Encinas and Gustavo Agredano. 

  We have distributed over 1,000 guides to 57 CERT programs throughout 

California. These guides provide the CERT responders instructions on how to conduct light 

search and rescue, disaster medical care, fire suppression, terrorism, and disaster 

psychology including dealing with casualties during their care. 
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FSTI continues as a strong supporter of the Santa Barbara County CERT Collaborative 

sponsoring additional Spanish classes in conjunction with the Santa Barbara City Fire 

Department, Office of Emergency Services, as well as, supporting attempts to promoted 

CERT classes within Santa Barbara County. The FSTI CERT (Santa Ynez and Buellton 

CERT program) trailer is stored at Santa Barbara County Fire Station 31 in Buellton. Due to 

COVID 19 the annual county-wide drill was cancelled.  

 

FUNDRAISING 
 

More than ever, FSTI is seeking a new corporate sponsors and long-term partnerships with 

those who can benefit from our services and networking ability. Our goal of this partnership  

is fourfold: 

 

1. To help enable FSTI to provide fire fighters with consistent and uniform training 

2. To increase the number of firefighters we are able to assist 

3. To update the resource websites available to firefighters and other first responders 

4. To maintain and continue upgrading the FSTI online distribution/training system 

cafsti.net 

 

The programs that FSTI is seeking additional funding include the following:   

 

 Continue supporting presentation of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, 

U.S. Fire Administration, National Fire Academy, and “Training Operations in 

Small Departments” workshops.  

 

 Purchase for distribution additional copies of the following publications:  

Essentials of Fire Fighting (Fire Fighter 1) 

Company Officer 

Driver Operator  

Fire Fighter’s Handbook on Wildland Firefighting  

Leadership for the Wildland Fire Officer  

 

 Updating, printing and distribution of the “Volunteer Firefighter Training 

Syllabus” in printed and web based formats  

 

 Produce additional state syllabuses for other states 

 

 CERT development and individual program support utilizing individual grant 

awards and financial assistance 

 

 CERT program administrative assistance for those organizations that lack 

appropriate oversight, management or training capabilities  
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The programs that Alertar y Preparar LISTOS is seeking additional funding include the 

following: 

 

 All aspects of supporting and sustainability of the LISTOS program including 

instruction, printing, management, transportation, instructor support, training 

aids, future development, website development, automation and staffing 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
Starting in 2018 and continuing well into 2020, FSTI has expanded in various directions. 

This has been primarily due to a unique opportunity to enter into another area of community 

support that can directly and indirectly benefit the fire service. While the volunteer fire 

service remains FSTI’s priority, our efforts in supporting agency and community based 

CERT programs continues. Adding to our efforts, the development of Alertar y Preparar 

LISTOS will have a profound impact on the Hispanic community.  

 

The key to survival of today’s volunteer fire service is to recognize that the mission, 

strategic focus, values and culture is caught up in an evolutionary process of a changing 

society. These real and perceived challenges are compounded by the rapid and continuing 

transition from the traditional fire service dating back to colonial times, to the modern 

multi-faceted “all risk” public safety agencies that today’s career fire departments have 

become.  

 

Nonetheless, for the volunteer fire service, the traditional fire service was and is much more 

a community, fellowship and tradition that in many ways have become threatened by 

outside forces. Yet, in others, the traditions remain strong, supported by incredible 

community commitment.   

 

Our ongoing efforts with Bill Teie and Deer Valley Press, working in conjunction with the 

Oklahoma State University, International Fire Service Training Association (IFSTA) and 

Fire Protection Publications is developing into a long lasting relationship. This will not only 

provide quality textbooks to the wildland fire community but also build a reliable funding 

source for FSTI once the merger is complete.  

 

FSTI remains committed and dedicated to working with the California fire service, public 

safety volunteers and the communities they serve. With focus and planning FSTI will 

remain well positioned to provide current and future programs to volunteer fire 

departments, CERT, LISTOS and public assistance programs through 2021 and well 

beyond. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
 

Michael S. Williams 

President-Executive Director  


